Our Gamma-ray Detectors

We've decided to get away from "printed" folder stuff. A waste of money and - more important - not very environmentally friendly! You can check out the pages below for product information, technical stuff like drawings etc. Some of the information is restricted to our clients that have an account on this site.

Check these links to our products:

- Detector specifications
- gamma Soil Moisture Sensor (gSMS)
- MS-1000 Drone-borne detector
- MS-100 UGC (Underwater Gamma-ray Counter)
- MS-1200 MEDUSA Submergeable Detector
- MS-2000 "AGRI detector"
- MS-350 Ultralight Drone Detectors
- MS-4000 AGRS
- MS-700 drone-borne or walking detector
- MS-RhoC 3.0 Soil density meter